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Abstrat
A spae of loal martingales of SLE type growth proesses forms a
representation of Virasoro algebra, but apart from a few simplest ases
not muh is known about this representation. The purpose of this artile
is to exhibit examples of representations where L0 is not diagonalizable 
a phenomenon harateristi of logarithmi onformal eld theory. Fur-
thermore, we observe that the loal martingales bear a lose relation with
the fusion produt of the boundary hanging elds.
Our examples reprodue rst of all many familiar logarithmi repre-
sentations at ertain rational values of the entral harge. In partiular
we disuss the ase of SLEκ=6 desribing the exploration path in ritial
perolation, and its relation with the question of operator ontent of the
appropriate onformal eld theory of zero entral harge. In this ase
one enounters logarithms in a probabilistially transparent way, through
onditioning on a rossing event. But we also observe that some quite
natural SLE variants exhibit logarithmi behavior at all values of κ, thus
at all entral harges and not only at spei rational values.
1 Introdution
Conformal invariane is without a doubt one of the most powerful onepts in the
researh of two dimensional ritial phenomena. When the mirosopi length-
sale provided by a lattie is taken to zero in a model of statistial mehanis at
its ritial point, the saling limit is expeted to be onformally invariant in a
suitable sense. If the saling limit is understood in terms of a quantum eld the-
ory, one speaks of onformal eld theory (CFT) [BPZ84, DFMS97℄. Applying
onformal eld theory to statistial mehanis has lead to numerous great su-
esses sine 1980's  some of the most fundamental and best established results
onern exat values of ritial exponents, orrelation funtions and partition
funtions (in partiular modular invariant ones on the torus).
The way the onformal invariane assumption is exploited in onformal eld
theories is through the eet that innitesimal loal onformal transformations
have on orrelation funtions of loal elds. The (entral extension of the) Lie
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algebra of these innitesimal transformations is the Virasoro algebra, and it
seems fair to say that the representation theory of Virasoro algebra forms the
basis of all onformal eld theory. In partiular, onformal eld theories built
from a nite number of irreduible highest weight representations, the so alled
minimal models, were able to explain ritial exponents in many of the most
important two dimensional models of statistial physis.
It is nevertheless worth noting that in some appliations of onformal eld
theory, minimal models were found insuient. Among notable examples were
perolation and polymers of dierent kinds [Sal87, SR93, Car99℄. These ases of-
ten required something alled logarithmi onformal eld theory (LCFT)  the
assumption that had to be relaxed from representation theory point of view was
that of diagonalizability of L0, the Virasoro generator orresponding physially
to energy [Gur93℄.
Sine almost a deade now, the onformal invariane assumption has been
exploited also in another, rather dierent way. The introdution of Shramm-
Loewner evolutions (SLE) [Sh00℄ marked the starting point in the study of ran-
dom urves whose probability distribution was postulated to be onformally in-
variant. Supplemented with another natural assumption from statistial physis,
the requirement of onformal invariane of the probability distribution is pow-
erful enough to identify the possible random urves up to one free parameter
κ > 0  resulting in what is known as SLEκ. More aurately, this is true when
one hooses boundary onditions onveniently, whereas more general boundary
onditions require introduing variants of SLEs. The approah has been very
fruitful for making rigorous onnetion with lattie models of statistial me-
hanis. It has been proven in several ases that the law of an interfae in a
ritial lattie model onverges to SLE as the lattie spaing is taken to zero.
When it omes to the neessary mathematial tehniques, these new meth-
ods dier signiantly from onformal eld theories. The very denition of
SLEs does use a omplex analysis tehnique of Loewner hains [Loe23℄ essen-
tially omposing innitesimal onformal maps to desribe the urve as a growth
proess. But to answer questions about the random urves, alulations mostly
involve It's stohasti analysis: a ruial step in solving an SLE problem is
often that of nding an appropriate martingale.
Despite the dierenes of the paradigms of onformal eld theory and Shramm-
Loewner evolutions, there is an inreasing amount of overlap. The purpose of
the present artile is to ontinue building a bridge between the two. The par-
tiular example of an interplay of SLE and CFT onepts relevant to us is the
observation that loal martingales of the SLE growth proesses arry a repre-
sentation of the Virasoro algebra [Kyt07℄. We will study this representation in
some detail, and in doing so show the relevane to SLEs of yet other onformal
eld theory onepts: the above mentioned logarithmi onformal eld theories,
and fusion produts. Conretely, in Setions 3 and 4 we will examine expliitly
for several variants of SLE the struture of the Virasoro representation on-
sisting of loal martingales. We will in partiular nd examples where L0 is
not diagonalizable. The results suggest a very lose relationship between the
loal martingales and the fusion produt of the boundary ondition hanging
elds of the variant. More preisely, in all the examples we observe that the
ontragredient of the fusion produt an be realized as loal martingales.
In parallel with nding the struture of the Virasoro module of loal martin-
gales and omparing it with fusion produts from CFT literature, we attempt to
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interpret learly in probabilisti terms the dierent SLE variants used. Partiu-
larly the ase of ritial perolation is well suited for both purposes, so we devote
the whole Setion 4 to this. On one hand SLE is known rigorously to desribe
the saling limit of the exploration path in perolation [Smi01, CN07℄, while
on the other hand the question of the preise nature of the CFT of perolation
has attrated a lot of attention reently [MR07, RP07, RS07, EF06℄. Despite
denite suesses suh as the Cardy's rossing probability formula [Car92℄, fun-
damental questions about the onformal eld theory appropriate for perolation
have remained unsettled, notably that of the operator ontent of the theory. In
rough terms the operator ontent of a CFT should be a lass of representations
(the elds of the theory) losed under the fusion produt. We will reprodue
as loal martingales a few of the most fundamental fusions starting from the
Cardy's boundary hanging eld. Furthermore, we observe that the simplest
fusion that produes logarithmi representation appears in an SLE variant that
has a transparent probabilisti meaning: it is obtained by onditioning on a
rossing event. After suh onrmations of the emerging piture of the operator
ontent of perolation [MR07℄, we speulate in Setion 4.5 whether SLEs an
be used to test another reent argument: the laimed inonsisteny of adding
ertain other operators to the theory [MR08℄.
The present exerise has a few byproduts perhaps of diret interest to log-
arithmi onformal eld theory. Most obviously, ontrary to the ommon sit-
uation in LCFT literature where logarithms appear at spei rational values
of the entral harge, our logarithmi representations for SLEs over the entire
range ∞ < c ≤ 1. Setion 3.4 also shows how extremely easy alulations give
the values of logarithmi ouplings, and these results agree with and extend a
partiular ase of a reent proposal [MR08℄ made in the ontext of logarithmi
minimal models. It is also possible that our rather straighforward setup may
lend to development of alternative omputational methods to study fusion in
CFTs.
We nish this introdution by briey mentioning other works relating SLEs
and logarithmi onformal eld theory. While a oherent theory of suh a rela-
tion is yet to be disovered, the question has already been investigated with a
few dierent approahes. The rst artiles disussing SLE and LCFT in parallel
seem to be [Ras04, MARR04℄. More reently [SAPR09℄ studied geometri ques-
tions in lattie loop models that bear a relation to both logarithmi minimal
models and SLEs, and [CS08℄ used orrelation funtions of LCFT among other
things to provide a formula for the probability of an SLE event involving a global
geometri onguration of urves. A study of losed operator algebras [MR08℄
of LCFTs also exhibits a duality somewhat suggestive of SLEs. Despite the fat
that these few attempts start from very dierent points of view, they all seem
to point towards the onlusion that the approapriate onformal eld theory de-
sription of SLEs is logarithmi. In hindsight we may observe that many of the
statistial models that originally required abandoning minimal models in favor
of logarithmi onformal eld theory were of geometri nature [Sal87, Car99℄:
polymers themselves or perolation lusters are objets whose global spatial on-
guration is the natural objet of interest. In fat [SAPR09℄ seems to suggest
as some sort of rule of thumb that treating questions of global geometri kind,
rather that just orrelations of loal degrees of freedom at a distane, typially
requires logarithms in the CFT desription [SAPR09℄.
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2 Preliminaries
The aim is to make this paper readable for dierent audienes, in partiular
knowledge of either SLE or CFT alone should sue. For this reason it is
neessary to over briey a variety of topis in this bakground setion. Below
are some suggestions about aessible literature for eah of the topis overed.
This setion also serves to x notations.
Setion 2.1 is devoted to a brief aount on Shramm-Loewner evolutions
(SLE), in partiular variants known as SLEκ(ρ). The books and reviews [Wer04,
Law05, BB06, KN04℄ serve as omprehensive treatments of the topi and ontain
referenes to researh artiles. The Virasoro algebra and the kinds of represen-
tations that will be needed later on are disussed in Setion 2.2. Classial results
stated there an be found in e.g. [Ast97℄, whereas the more exoti staggered
Virasoro modules are treated in detail in [KR09℄. Finally, Setion 2.3 reminds in
whih sense loal martingales of the SLE growth proess form a representation
of Virasoro algebra, a result taken from [Kyt07℄.
2.1 Shramm-Loewner evolutions in the upper half plane
The random urves desribed by the SLE growth proesses are haraterized by
two properties that make them suitable to desribe urves in statistial mehan-
is at ritiality. One, the domain Markov property, is a statement about the
onditional probability law of the urve given an initial segment of it, and it is
often very easy to verify for urves in statistial mehanis models. The other,
onformal invariane, is a property that is argued to emerge in the saling limit
taken at the ritial point. Roughly speaking these properties imply that the lo-
al behavior of the urve is haraterized by one parameter, κ > 0, while preise
global statistis still depend on boundary onditions imposed. Sine any two
simply onneted open domains (with at least two distint boundary points) of
the Riemann sphere are onformally equivalent, the onformal invariane prop-
erty in partiular allows us to work in a referene domain, whih we take to be
the upper half plane H = {z ∈ C : ℑm z > 0}.
2.1.1 Chordal SLEκ in the upper half plane
The simplest hoie of boundary onditions is suh that it merely ensures the
existene of a urve from one boundary point of the domain to another. The
orresponding SLE is known as the hordal SLE. To dene the hordal SLEκ in
H from 0 to ∞ onsider the ordinary dierential equation (Loewner's equation)
d
dt
gt(z) =
2
gt(z)−Xt , (1)
with initial ondition g0(z) = z ∈ H. The driving proess (Xt)t∈[0,∞) is taken to
be Xt =
√
κ Bt, where (Bt)t∈[0,∞) is a standard normalized Brownian motion
and κ > 0. For eah z ∈ H, let τz be the maximal time up to whih the solution
to (1) exists with the initial ondition z. The set Ht = {z ∈ H : τz > t}, t ≥ 0,
is a simply onneted open set and gt is the unique onformal map Ht → H with
gt(z) = z +O(z−1) as z → ∞. We denote the Laurent expansion at innity of
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gt by
gt(z) = z +
∞∑
m=2
am(t) z
1−m
. (2)
It an be shown that in this setup the Loewner's equation (1) speies a non
self-rossing urve γ : [0,∞)→ H suh that Ht is the unbounded omponent of
H \ γ[0, t], see [RS05℄. The urve γ is alled the trae of the hordal SLEκ (in H
from 0 to ∞). For κ ≤ 4 it is a simple urve (non-self interseting), for κ > 4 it
has self-intersetions, and for κ ≥ 8 it visits every point of the domain [RS05℄.
For several lattie models of statistial physis, with appropriate boundary
onditions to aount for a hordal urve, the ontinuum limit of the law of a
urve has been shown to be hordal SLEκ  the value of κ depends on the
partiular model. For yet many others, similar results are onjetured. In
Setion 4 we will make the most expliit omparisons with the CFT literature
on perolation, whih orresponds to κ = 6. The preise desription of the
ontinuum limit result in this ase will be given in Setion 4.1.
2.1.2 SLEκ(ρ) in the upper half plane
While for many lattie models it is possible to nd boundary onditions suh
that the hordal SLE is the orret saling limit, this is by no means the general
ase. To aount for somewhat more general boundary onditions, we take the
driving proess (Xt) to be a solution to the It stohasti dierential equation
dXt =
√
κ dBt + κ
( ∂
∂x
logZ(Xt, gt(Y0))
)
dt , (3)
where (Bt)t≥0 is standard Brownian motion and Z(x, y) = (x − y)ρ/κ is what
we all the partition funtion. The proesses are dened on a random time
interval t ∈ [0, τ), where τ is a stopping time. The resulting proess is known
as SLEκ(ρ), and it is a variant of SLE in the sense that the probability measure
is absolutely ontinuous with respet to the hordal SLEκ when restrited to
the urve up to times smaller than τ . One ould allow more general variants by
letting the partition funtion Z depend on more points, e.g. [Kyt07℄. Although
mostly SLEκ(ρ) is enough for us, we will one in Setion 4.5 replae the Z above
by Z(x, y1, y2) = (x−y1)ρ1/κ(x−y2)ρ2/κ(y1−y2)ρ1ρ2/2κ, and get a variant whih
we all SLEκ(ρ1, ρ2). In the rest of the artile we denote briey gt(Y0) =: Yt.
2.1.3 Examples of SLEκ(ρ)
Without even onsidering lattie models, it is easy to see that the generalization
SLEκ(ρ) is useful. As an obvious remark we note that with ρ = 0 the partition
funtion is onstant Z(x, y) = 1, thus ∂∂x logZ = 0, and SLEκ(ρ = 0) is nothing
but the hordal SLE.
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Below we will give two more interesting examples of
1
The statement of equality of hordal SLEκ and SLEκ(ρ = 0) means that the statistis of
the urves γ are idential. More preisely, sine SLEκ(ρ) need not be dened for all t ≥ 0,
the orret interpretation is that the law of the urves should be onsidered up until stopping
times up to whih both are dened. There is another minor dierene in the denitions. In
SLEκ(ρ) we have another marked point Y0 at whih a boundary ondition hanging eld is
present. Even at ρ = 0 when this has no eet on statistis of γ, we hoose to keep trak of
Yt = gt(Y0).
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SLEκ(ρ), whih will also failitate giving probabilisti interpretations in later
setions.
First, take the hordal SLEκ, for κ > 4, and imagine onditioning it on the
event that the urve doesn't touh the interval [Y0,∞), a situation that has
been onsidered e.g. in [Dub05℄. Equivalently, the dierene of the X and Y
proesses, Dt = Yt − Xt, shouldn't hit zero. The proess Dt is a linear time
hange of Bessell proess of dimension d = 4+κκ . One easily omputes by It's
formula that starting from D0, the probability that |Dt| > 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ] is
P
[|Dt| > 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ T ] = G(|D0|/√T ), where
G(r) =
∫ r
0
s1−de−
1
2κ
s2 ds∫∞
0
s1−de−
1
2κ
s2 ds
.
Under the onditioned probability measure P
[ · ∣∣|Dt| > 0 for t ∈ [0, T ]], the
driving proess Xt satises by Girsanov's formula
dXt =
√
κ dB′t + κ
( ∂
∂D
logG
( |Dt|√
T
))
dt
where B′ is a standard Brownian motion under the onditioned measure. Taking
T →∞, this tends to
dXt =
√
κ dB′t +
κ− 4
Xt − Yt dt
whih is the driving proess of SLEκ(ρ) with ρ = κ − 4. Thus indeed a simple
onditioning of the hordal SLEκ leads to an SLEκ(ρ).
As the seond example, we will onsider oordinate hanges. Suppose we
take an SLEκ(ρ
′) in H (in partiular ρ′ = 0 orresponds to the hordal SLE)
and onsider a Möbius image of the urve. More preisely, take µ : H → H a
Möbius transformation of the half plane suh that µ(X0) = X˜0 ∈ R, µ(Y0) =∞
and µ(∞) = Y˜0 ∈ R. Then onsider the urve γ˜ = µ(γ) as an unparametrized
but oriented urve starting from X˜0. A standard omputation (see e.g. [SW05℄)
shows that the law of γ˜ is SLEκ(ρ = κ − 6 − ρ′). For example the hordal
SLEκ in H whose target point is Y0 instead of ∞ is obtained as the above
Möbius image (beause of the onformal invariane property), therefore it is an
SLEκ(ρ = κ− 6). We ould also oordinate hange the rst example ρ′ = κ− 4.
A hordal SLEκ from X0 to Y0 onditioned not to touh (Y0,∞] is then seen to
be an SLEκ(ρ = −2). Interestingly for the purpose of the present paper, this
last example will always exhibit logarithms as will be shown in Setion 3.3.
2.2 Virasoro algebra and its representations
The Virasoro algebra vir is the omplex Lie algebra spanned by Ln, n ∈ Z and
C with ommutation relations
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m) Ln+m + n
3 − n
12
δn+m,0 C , [C,Ln] = 0 .
In a onformal eld theory the entral harge c is a number harateristi of
the theory suh that C ats as c1 in all the representations. We will only
onsider suh representations and the value of c is determined by κ via c(κ) =
6
13 − 6 κ4 − 6 4κ . Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of vir modulo
the identiation of C = c1 and U± the universal enveloping algebras of the
Lie subalgebras vir
±
generated by Ln with ±n > 0. These are graded by U =
⊕m∈Z Um, where the homogeneous omponent Um is has a Poinaré-Birkho-
Witt basis onsisting of · · ·Lk−2−2 Lk−1−1 Lk00 Lk11 Lk22 · · · with
∑
n∈Z nkn = −m,
and similarly for U±.
We x some notation and disuss the lass of representations we will onsider.
For a vir module M, let M[η] be the subspae onsisting of those u ∈ M
for whih (L0 − η)Nu = 0 for N large enough. We all M[η] the generalized
eigenspae of eigenvalue η.
The representations we will study an be written as diret sums of nite
dimensional generalized L0 eigenspaes, with eigenvalues bounded from below.
In indeomposable representations the generalized eigenvalues an only dier by
integers, so denoting by h the lowest L0 eigenvalue and by Mm =M[h+m] we
haveM = ⊕∞m=0Mm. We allMm the gradem ofM. Note that Ln, or indeed
any U ∈ U−n, maps Mm to Mm−n. To any suh module M we an assoiate
the ontragredient module M∗ as follows. Let M∗n be the vetor spae dual
of the nite dimensional spae Mn and dene M∗ = ⊕∞n=0M∗n, with Virasoro
ation given by
〈
Ln v
∗, v
〉
=
〈
v∗, L−n v
〉
. To failitate a similar formula with the
universal enveloping algebra the anti-involution † is dened by linear extension
of (Ln1 · · ·Lnk)† = L−nk · · ·L−n1 , so that
〈
U † v∗, v
〉
=
〈
v∗, U v
〉
for all U ∈ U ,
v ∈ M, v∗ ∈M∗.
2.2.1 Highest weight representations
The most important representations for onformal eld theory are highest weight
representations. A vir module H is alled a highest weight representation of
highest weight h ∈ C if there exists a non-zero w ∈ H, alled a highest weight
vetor, suh that L0w = hw, Ln w = 0 for all n > 0 and H = U w. There is a
universally repelling objet in the ategory of highest weight modules of xed c
and h, the Verma module with highest weight vetor vc,h
Vc,h =
⊕
k∈N
0<n1≤n2≤···≤nk
C L−nk · · ·L−n1 vc,h .
The universal property guarantees that for any highest weight module H with
a highest weight vetor w there exists a unique surjetive vir-homomorphism
Vc,h → H suh that vc,h 7→ w. Therefore any highest weight module is a
quotient of the Verma module by a submodule.
The submodule struture of Verma modules was resolved by Feigin and
Fuhs [FF83, FF84℄, see also [FF90, Ast97℄. We will state the result below,
emphasizing the dierenes in the ases when κ is rational or not. Reall rst
that c is parametrized as c = c(κ) = 13 − 6κ4 − 6 4κ . In addition we dene
hr,s(κ) =
κ/4
4 (r
2−1)− 12 (rs−1)+ 4/κ4 (s2−1). We point out that this parametriza-
tion has the symmetries h−r,−s = hr,s and hr+a,s+aκ/4 = hr,s for any a, and
also note that hr,s + rs = hr,−s.
The most important thing about the submodules of the Verma module
Vc(κ),h is that any submodule is generated by singular vetors, eigenvetors
w′ of L0 whih are annihilated by the positive generators, Lnw
′ = 0 for n > 0
7
w′′
grade r′s′
grade r′′s′′
REDUCIBLE VERMA MODULES κ /∈ Q
REDUCIBLE VERMA MODULES κ ∈ Q
grade rs
vc,h
vc,h
w′
vc,hvc,h
w′
IRREDUCIBLE VERMA MODULES
grade r′s′
Chain Braid
w′
Figure 1: Submodule struture of Verma modules.
(suh a vetor generates a highest weight submodule). Furthermore, up to mul-
tipliative salar there is never more than one singular vetor at a given grade.
It an be shown that there are no other singular vetors than those proportional
to the highest weight vetor vc,h in the Verma module Vc(κ),h unless h = hr,s(κ)
for some r, s ∈ Z+. In other words, Vc(κ),h an only be reduible if h = hr,s(κ).
We will desribe these reduible ases below and in and the Figure 1, where the
dots represent singular vetors and an arrow from one dot to another signies
the fat that the latter is ontained in the submodule generated by the former.
Irrational κ: Suppose κ /∈ Q and h = hr,s(κ) for some r, s ∈ Z+. The hoie
of suh r, s is unique when κ is not rational. Then there is a singular vetor w′
in Vc(κ),h at grade rs. The submodule generated by w′ is the maximal proper
submodule of Vc(κ),h and is itself an irreduible Verma module, Uw′ ∼= Vc(κ),h+rs.
Rational κ: Suppose κ = 4 pq with p, q ∈ Z+ relatively prime. Suppose
furthermore that h = hr,s(κ) for some r, s ∈ Z+. It is onvenient to to take r′, s′
suh that h = hr′,s′(κ) = hr,s(κ) and the produt r
′s′ > 0 is minimal. There
are still two strutural possibilities that we name "braid" and "hain" following
the terminology introdued in [KR09℄.
Assume that q ∤ r and p ∤ s, a ase that we will all braid. Then we hoose also
r′′, s′′ ∈ Z+ suh that h = hr,s(κ) = hr′′,s′′(κ) and r′′s′′ > r′s′ is minimal among
the remaining hoies. The Verma module Vc(κ),h ontains singular vetors
w′ at grade r′s′ and w′′ at grade r′′s′′ and the maximal proper submodule is
generated by these. The highest weight submodules generated by these singular
vetors are themselves braid type Verma modules Uw′ ∼= Vc(κ),h+r′s′ and Uw′′ ∼=
Vc(κ),h+r′′s′′ . The intersetion Uw′ ∩ Uw′′ is the maximal proper submodule in
both Uw′and Uw′′.
The other possibility, q | r or p | s, will be alled hain. There is a singular
vetor w′ at grade r′s′ and Uw′ is the maximal proper submodule of Vc(κ),h.
This submodule is itself a hain type Verma module, Uw′ ∼= Vc(κ),h+r′s′ .
We adopt a few notational onventions for highest weight modules. Verma
modules Vc,h were already onsidered above. Other highest weight modules are
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quotients of the Verma modules. In pitures we use the onvention that a blak
(lled) dot represents a non-zero singular vetor whereas a white (empty) dot
represents a singular vetor that is quotiented away from the Verma module
(we sometimes refer to this as a null vetor). Arrows still represent inlusions
between the submodules generated by the singular vetors. We denote by Qκ;r,s
the highest weight module that is the quotient of Vc(κ),hr,s(κ) by the submodule
generated by singular vetor at level
2 rs, and by wκ;r,s the highest weight vetor
in Qκ;r,s. In general Qκ;r,s need not be irreduible (it is only if κ /∈ Q or if in
the hain ase rs > 0 is minimal). We denote the irreduible highest weight
module obtained as the quotient of Vc,h by its maximal proper submodule by
Lc,h. For notational simpliity we also often omit expliit referenes to κ and c.
2.2.2 Staggered modules
In logarithmi onformal eld theories one enounters indeomposable represen-
tations more ompliated than just highest weight representations. In partiu-
lar, the property that is responsible for the logarithms in orrelation funtions
is the non-diagonalizability of L0 [Gur93℄. For our purposes, staggered modules
[Roh96, KR09℄ of the kind that we desribe below will be enough. We remark
that in Setions 3  4 we will study onretely onstruted vir-modules, so it is
not important for us to know beforehand when a module of ertain struture ex-
ists. Instead it is important to know whih information is suient to uniquely
haraterize the module. The results stated below an be found in [KR09℄, see
also [Roh96℄.
Suppose HL,HR are two highest weight modules of the same entral harge
c and highest weights hL, hR and highest weight vetors wL, wR respetively.
We all S a staggered module with left module HL and right module HR if it
ontains the former as a submodule HL ⊂ S, its quotient by this submodule
is the latter S/HL ∼= HR, and L0 is not diagonalizable on S. This may be
summarized in the short exat sequene
0 −→ HL ι−→ S π−→ HR −→ 0
in addition to whih we have the requirement of non-diagonalizability of L0.
The simplest ase is when hR = hL. Then we set ξ = ι(wL) and pik
a representative η ∈ π−1(CwR) suh that (L0 − hR)η = ξ (possible by non-
diagonalizability of L0). The struture of suh a staggered module is determined
by the mere knowledge of HL and HR.3
A more interesting ase is if hR = hL + ℓ with ℓ ∈ Z+. We an then hoose
ξ = ι(wL) and 0 6= η ∈ π−1(CwR) in the generalized L0 eigenspae of eigenvalue
hR. Denote (L0 − hR)η = ω0 ∈ ι(HL) and assume without loss of generality
ω0 6= 0 (were this not possible, L0 would have to be diagonalizable). For n > 0
we have Lnω0 = Ln(L0−hR)η = (L0−hR+η)Lnη = 0, sine Lnη ∈ HLℓ−n. What
this means is that ω0 is a non-zero singular vetor in ι(HL), and in partiular ℓ
must be a grade of a singular vetor in the Verma module of highest weight hL.
2
If r, s ∈ Z+ there always exists a singular vetor at grade rs, even if rs > 0 is not minimal.
3
However the other diretion, existene of suh a staggered module for given HL and HR
is more deliate  see [KR09℄ for onditions haraterizing the existene.
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We an assume a hoie of η suh that ω0 = χξ where
χ = Lℓ−1 +
∑
n1≥n2≥···≥nk≥1
n1>1 ,
P
j
nj=ℓ
dn1,...,nk L−n1 · · ·L−nk ∈ U−ℓ .
Unlike the ase hR = hL, here the struture of the module is in general not yet
determined by the knowledge of left and right modulesHL,HR. It an be shown
that depending on the partiular HL,HR the set of isomorphism lasses of suh
staggered modules is an ane subspae (possibly empty) of a vetor spae of
dimension at most two [KR09℄. Below we will ontent ourselves to state what
is enough to identify the modules in a ase that sues for the needs of this
paper.
Suppose the highest weight of HL is hL = hr,s with r, s ∈ Z+ suh that
the grade ℓ = rs > 0 the minimal at whih HL ontains a nonzero singular
vetor. With the notation and normalizations as above, note that χ†η must be
proportional to the highest weight vetor of ι(HL), that is χ†η = βξ for some
β ∈ C. This β is invariant (independent of the hoies made), and givenHL,HR
its value is enough to determine the struture of the staggered module S. The
value of β is known also as logarithmi oupling.
2.3 The Virasoro module of SLE loal martingales
We now briey reall the result of [Kyt07℄ by whih loal martingales of the
SLE growth proess form a Virasoro module.
Let c, hx, hy ∈ C be parameters. Consider independent formal variables
a2, a3, . . .. The dierential operators on F = C∞({(x, y) ∈ R2 : x 6= y})[a2, a3, a4, . . .]
given below satisfy the ommutation relations of the Virasoro algebra
L2 = − ∂
∂a2
+
∑
l≥4
(
(l − 3)al−n
) ∂
∂al
L1 =
∑
l≥3
(
(l − 2)al−1
) ∂
∂al
+
∂
∂x
+
∂
∂y
Ln =
1
(n− 2)!
[[
[···[L2, L1], . . .], L1
]
, L1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n− 2 times
]
for n > 2
L0 =
∑
l≥2
lal
∂
∂al
+ x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
+ hx + hy
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L−1 =
∑
l≥2
(
(l + 2)al+1 +
∑
m1,m2≥2
m1+m2=l+1
am1am2
) ∂
∂al
+
(
x2 − 3a2
) ∂
∂x
+
(
y2 − 3a2
) ∂
∂y
+ 2xhx + 2yhy
L−2 =
∑
l≥2
(
(l + 4)al+2 − 4a2al +
∑
m1,m2≥2
m1+m2=l+2
3am1am2
+
∑
m1,m2,m3≥2
m1+m2+m3=l+2
am1am2am3
) ∂
∂al
+
(
x3 − 4xa2 − 5a3
) ∂
∂x
+
(
y3 − 4ya2 − 5a3
) ∂
∂y
+ (3x2 − 4a2)hx + (3y2 − 4a2)hy − c
2
a2
L−n =
1
(n− 2)!
[
L−1,
[
L−1, [. . . , [L−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n− 2 times
, L−2] ···]
]]
for n > 2.
We remark that as Virasoro modules are graded by their L0 eigenvalues, it is
reasonable in view of the expliit expression above to onsider the variables x
and y having degree 1 and the variable al having degree l ≥ 2. The homogeneity
degree of a funtion ϕ ∈ F then simply diers from its L0 eigenvalue by hx+hy.
Let ϕ ∈ F and onsider the stohasti proess ϕt = ϕ(Xt, Yt, a2(t), a3(t), . . .)
where Xt, Yt, a2(t), a3(t), . . . are the proesses for SLEκ(ρ) as dened in Setion
2.1. Then It's formula says that
Z(Xt, Yt) d
( ϕt
Z(Xt, Yt)
)
= (· · · ) dBt + (Aκ;ρ ϕ)(Xt, Yt, a2(t), . . .) dt ,
where Aκ;ρ is the dierential operator
Aκ;ρ =
κ
2
∂2
∂x2
+
2
y − x
∂
∂y
− ρ(ρ+ 4− κ)/(2κ)
(y − x)2
+ 2
∑
l≥2
( ∑
0≤m≤l−2
0≤r≤⌊ l−2−m
2
⌋
xm(−1)r (m+ r)!
m! r!
∑
k1,...kr≥2P
kj=l−m−2
ak1 · · · akr
) ∂
∂al
and Z(x, y) = (x−y)ρ/κ. We allKer Aκ;ρ ⊂ C∞({(x, y) : x 6= y})[a2, a3, a4, . . .]
the spae of loal martingales of SLEκ(ρ), beause for any ϕ ∈ Ker Aκ;ρ, the
proess
ϕt
Z(Xt,Yt)
is a loal martingale.
If c = c(κ) = 13 − 6κ4 − 6 4κ , hx = h1,2(κ) = 6−κ2κ and hy = ρ(ρ+4−κ)4κ ,
then [Ln, Aκ;ρ] = qn(x, a2, a3, . . .) Aκ;ρ, where qn is a polynomial multipliation
operator. In partiular the spae of loal martingales, Ker Aκ;ρ, is a Virasoro
module. From now on assume that c, hx, hy are xed in this way.
The physial interpretation of the above representation is the ation of loal
onformal transformations on the boundary hanging eld loated at innity.
The key idea in nding the representation was the idea of an SLE state built
by omposing intertwining operators orresponding to all the boundary hanges
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on the real axis, followed by an implementation of the onformal transforma-
tion [BB04, Kyt07℄. One may therefore expet the representation to be losely
related to the fusion produt of the boundary ondition hanging elds, whih
is indeed what we will see in the examples.
In the rest of the paper we will study the struture of this Virasoro module of
loal martingales for dierent SLE variants. In all ases, the modules Ker Aκ;ρ
turn out to be essentially ontragredient to the fusion produts of the boundary
hanging elds. In addition to giving the results about the module Ker Aκ;ρ, we
always attempt both to disuss what is known about the orresponding fusion,
and to give a probabilisti interpretation of the SLE variant used.
One the question is posed this way and the SLE variant in question xed,
the study of the representations has beome a very onretely posed problem.
Keeping in mind generalities from representation theory, one typially needs
to answer expliit questions suh as omputing graded dimensions (haraters),
heking whether ertain desendants of vetors vanish or belong to subrepre-
sentations et. Of ourse even these heks may soon beome laborous. We
have performed them with the help of a omputer by implementing omputa-
tions with Virasoro algebra and the expliit dierential operators Ln and Aκ;ρ
given above.
3 Example modules and appearane of logarithms
3.1 The module for hordal SLEκ
Before starting to analyze the more ompliated ases, it is worth taking a
look at the simplest and already well understood ase, the hordal SLEκ. This
doesn't yet involve fusions beause the only boundary hanging eld on real
axis is at the starting point of the urve. However even this simple ase is quite
interesting: for example in the ase κ = 6 disussed in Setion 4, we will nd a
representation ontragredient to the onformal family of the eld ψ Cardy used
in deriving his famous rossing probability formula.
In the ase of hordal SLEκ, the partition funtion should be thought of as
a onstant Z = 1. The spae of loal martingales, that is the kernel of
Aκ =
κ
2
∂2
∂x2
+ 2
∑
l≥2
( ∑
0≤m≤l−2
0≤r≤⌊ l−2−m
2
⌋
xm(−1)r(m+ r)!
m! r!
∑
k1,...kr≥2P
kj=l−m−2
ak1 · · · akr
) ∂
∂al
,
has been studied in [BB03℄. The dierential operator Aκ preserves the spae
Fpolyn. = C[x, a2, a3, a4, . . .] of polynomials. A lever argument allowed Bauer
and Bernard to show that Aκ maps Fpolyn.m surjetively to Fpolyn.m−2 , where the
homogeneous subspaes are dened as before by L0 eigenvalues. Combined with
the observation
dim Fpolyn.m = p(m) := #{(k1, . . . , km) ∈ Nm :
∑
j
jkj = m} ,
the surjetivity shows that the graded dimension of Ker Aκ ⊂ Fpolyn. oinides
with that of Qκ;1,2, namely dim (Ker Aκ)m = p(m) − p(m − 2). Better yet, a
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onrete onstrution [BB04℄ shows for any hordal SLEκ that Ker Aκ is ontra-
gredient to the highest weight representation Qκ;1,2. The vetors of the lowest
L0 eigenvalue h1,2(κ) are onstants, orresponding to the partition funtion of
hordal SLE, Z(x) = 1. This last remark relates to the trivial observation that
Z ∈ Ker Aκ;ρ, or the fat that onstant proesses are (loal) martingales.
We will start by disussing the ase of irrational κ as it is the simplest in
terms of representation theory. In this ase Qκ;1,2 is the irreduible highest
weight representation of highest weight h = h1,2(κ) =
6−κ
2κ . Now Ker Aκ ⊂
Fpolyn. is also the irreduible Qκ;1,2 = Lh1,2 with the partition funtion Z = 1
as its highest weight vetor, as an be seen diretly from the graded dimension
as in [BB03℄ or as follows from the fat that an irreduible highest weight rep-
resentation is ontragredient to itself. We emphasize that the situation will be
dierent in the ase of rational κ: when Q1,2 is a reduible highest weight repre-
sentation, the ontragredient Q∗1,2 is no longer a highest weight representation.
The partiular ase of κ = 6 will be made expliit in Setion 4.2.
3.2 Naive fusions and the appearane of logarithms
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit logarithmi representations in the on-
text of SLEs. The harateristi property of these representations is a nontrivial
Jordan blok struture of L0. This is a degeneray that an result from oini-
dene of onformal weights of several primary elds. This setion is a disussion
of how suh oinidenes appear in fusions.
While a proper denition of fusion produt of representations is quite deli-
ate [Gab94℄, there is also a somewhat naive, but very straightforward way of
understanding fusion in CFT. This onsists of saying that a primary eld of
onformal weight h ours in the fusion produt of primary elds of weights h′
and h′′ if the three point funtion of these three elds is non-vanishing.4 Sine
three point funtions are up to a multipliative onstant xed by onformal in-
variane, the question boils down seeing whether a nonzero three point funtion
satises all other requirements  notably the null eld equations (dierential
equations that one gets via Ward identities [DFMS97℄) if either of the fused
elds has a vanishing desendant.
For onreteness, motivated by the physial understanding of the boundary
hanging elds for SLE let us onsider naively the fusion of a eld of weight
h1,2 =
6−κ
2κ with a vanishing desendant at level two, and a eld of weight h(ρ) =
1
4κρ(ρ+ 4 − κ). The three point funtion of these two loated at x and y with
a eld of weight h at innity would be proportional to (x− y)h−h1,2−h(ρ). The
appropriate null eld equation relates immediately to SLE loal martingales: it
in fat reads Aκ;ρ
(
(x − y)h−h1,2−h(ρ)) = 0. This boils down to the following
equation for the onformal weights
(
h− h1,2 − h(ρ)
)(
h− h1,2 − h(ρ)− 1
)
+
4
κ
(
h− h1,2 − h(ρ)
)− 4
κ
h(ρ) = 0 .
(4)
4
The idea is that fusion is the short distane expansion (OPE) of two elds, and the
presene in this expansion of any other eld whose two point funtion is nonzero, an be
tested by taking the orrelation funtion of the short distane expansion with this other eld.
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The two roots orrespond naively to the two onformal weights that appear in
the fusion
h+ =
ρ2 + 8ρ− ρκ+ 12− 2κ
4κ
h− =
ρ2 − ρκ− 4 + 2κ
4κ
.
As a degenerate andidate for produing logarithmi representations, we
might require the above two values to oinide, h+ = h−. For any κ we have
a unique way of satisfying this, the hoie ρ = κ−42 . In Setion 3.3 we will see
that indeed the loal martingales then form a simple staggered module, and
later we'll see that at κ = 8 the representation beomes one very familiar from
the physis literature.
But in fat the requirement of oinidene of h± is not the only way of getting
oiniding weights for primary elds that arise in the fusion: a oinidene
might happen also with some desendant eld
5
. In suh a ase we should have
h+ = hr,s for some r, s ∈ Z+ and h− = h++ ℓ where ℓ ≥ 0 is the grade at whih
the h+ module has a singular vetor (or vie versa, the roles of h± exhanged).
For κ /∈ Q, the only possibility is ℓ = rs and the desired values of h± an eah
be obtained by a hoie of ρ
h+ = hr,s ⇔ ρ ∈ {κr − 4s+ κ− 8
2
,
−κr + 4s+ κ− 8
2
}
h− = hr,s + rs ⇔ ρ ∈ {κr + 4s+ κ
2
,
−κr − 4s+ κ
2
} .
For general κ and r, s the two requirements are in onit with eah other. But
for s = 1 and any r we do obtain solutions at any κ, namely ρ = −2+ κ2 (1− r)
(at spei values of κ there may be also other solutions). We remark that
requiring h− = hr,s, h
+ = hr,s + rs instead merely orrespods to hanging ρ to
κ− 4− ρ.
Apart from the above mentioned ase h+ = h− we will onsider two of the
simplest examples of logarithmi representations that our at generi values of
κ. These are the ases s = 1, r = 1, 2 above. In both ases there is a logarithmi
oupling β to be omputed. In the rst ase of Setion 3.4 the obtained value
of β will generalize a proposed innite series of logarithmi ouplings [MR08℄
to a ontinuum of representations here parametrized by κ. In the seond ase,
Setion 3.4.2, we obtain another formula very similar to suh proposals and
related onjetures (although no onjeture about this ase had been presented).
At rational values of κ further omputations are in priniple needed to identify
the preise struture of the representations we enounter. We will exemplify the
phenomenon in Setions 3.6 and 4.4, and nd again staggered modules familiar
from the LCFT literature.
3.3 A simple alulation for the rst staggered module
As disussed above, ρ = κ−42 might be a good plae to start looking for loga-
rithms. It is worth mentioning that this variant was used in the rst globally
preise formulation of a duality onjeture for SLEs [Dub05℄.
5
This means having a nonvanishing primary desendant to a primary eld, whih is not
allowed in many onformal eld theories. But in LCFT suh is often unavoidable.
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The partition funtion Z ∈ Ker Aκ;ρ=(κ−4)/2 is expliitly
Z(x, y) = (x − y)κ−42κ ,
and orresponds to the onstant (loal) martingale. It is straightforward to
verify with the formulas of Setion 2.3 that
LnZ = 0 for n > 0, and (L0 − 8− κ
16
)Z = 0 ,
so Z generates a highest weight representation UZ ⊂ Ker Aκ;ρ=(κ−4)/2 of highest
weight hZ =
8−κ
16 . This weight oinides with hZ = h0,1(κ). If κ is rational the
orresponding Verma module is reduible (hain type), but for κ /∈ Q the Verma
module is irreduible and we readily onlude that UZ ∼= Vc(κ);h0,1(κ).
The naive fusion gave the weight hZ twie denenerate. This suggests we
look not for another singular vetor with L0 eigenvalue hZ , but instead for a
logarithmi partner to Z, that is a funtion Λ = Λ(x, y; a2, a3, . . .) that forms
an L0 Jordan blok with Z
(L0 − hZ)Λ = Z .
Furthermore the requirement of it being annihilated by positive modes is in
general expeted to hold modulo the representation generated by Z. In this
ase homogeneity leaves us no other possibility but LnΛ = 0 for n > 0 whih
in view of the expliit formulas for Ln (Setion 2.3) means that Λ should not
depend on ak, k ≥ 2, and should only be a funtion of the dierene x− y. The
obvious andidate
Λ(x, y) = (x− y)κ−42κ log(x− y)
satises not only the above properties, but most importantly Aκ;ρΛ = 0. In the
language of stohasti proesses, this is the property that
Λ(Xt, Yt)
Z(Xt, Yt)
= log(Xt − Yt)
is a loal martingale for the growth proess of SLEκ(ρ =
κ−4
2 ).
In view of the expliit properties above, we have the following observations
about the struture of the representation UΛ ⊂ Ker Aκ;ρ=(κ−4)/2 generated by
Λ. It is indeomposable and ontains the highest weight module UZ, beause
(L0−hZ) Λ = Z. The quotient by UZ of this module is a highest weight module
of highest weight hZ , as follows from the fats that (L0−hZ)Λ, L1Λ, L2Λ ∈ UZ.
Therefore UΛ is in any ase a staggered module, with left and right modules
having the same highest weight hL = hR = hZ . At irrational κ we readily
onlude that the staggered module UΛ ts into the exat sequene
0 −→ Vc(κ),h0,1(κ) −→ UΛ −→ Vc(κ),h0,1(κ) −→ 0 .
From the general theory summarized in Setion 2.2.2 we know that this is enough
to identify the staggered module UΛ.
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3.4 Calulations for staggered modules with h
L 6= hR
3.4.1 The simplest ase
If the highest weights of the left and right module of a staggered module are
dierent, the exat sequene alone is not enough to haraterize the module (in
general). The simplest suh ase is perhaps when the left module has weight
h1,1 = 0 and there is a logarithmi partner to a nonvanishing singular vetor at
grade one. In the disussion we identied ρ = −2 as the hoie for whih the
naive fusion gives highest weights h+ = 0 and h− = 1.
Indeed, the partition funtion
Z(x, y) = (x − y)− 2κ
generates a highest weight representation UZ of highest weight hZ = 0 = h1,1(κ)
as follows one we hek
LnZ = 0 for n > 0, and (L0 − 0)Z = 0 .
Typially, a highest weight representation with h = h1,1 = 0 in onformal eld
theory would only arise as the vauum representation. While the Verma module
has a singular vetor at grade one, there are several arguments saying that there
is none in the vauum module: requirement of unitarity alone would sue, but
even relaxing that the translation invariane of the vauum should imply the
impossibility of grade one singular vetor. But in logarithmi onformal eld
theory, the left modules of staggered modules must sometimes ontain nonzero
singular vetors, and indeed in the present ase we ompute that
L−1Z =
4− κ
κ
(x− y)1− 2κ
is suh a nonzero (if κ 6= 4) singular vetor, at grade one in UZ. The L0
eigenvalue of this singular vetor, hZ + 1 = 1 was the other highest weight h
−
we got from the naive omputation of fusion in Setion 3.2. This again suggests
looking for a logarithmi partner, now for L−1Z. Let Λ(x, y; a2, a3, . . .) denote
the funtion we are looking for. It should form a L0 Jordan blok with L−1Z,
(L0 − 1)Λ = L−1Z
and positive modes ating on it should give something in the highest weight
submodule UZ. By onsiderations of grades, L1Λ ∼ Z and LnΛ = 0 for n ≥ 2.
The latter implies no dependene on a2, a3, . . . again. A possible solution to all
the equations so far would be
4− κ
κ
(x− y)1− 2κ log(x− y) + b (x − y)− 2κ (x+ y) + a (x− y)1− 2κ
although the last term, being already in U Z will aet none of our omputations
and an be omitted immediately. Now in general, dividing this by Z will not
give a loal martingale of SLEκ(ρ = −2)  we see that Aκ;ρΛ vanishes only if
b = 4−κ8 , so we dene
Λ(x, y) =
4− κ
κ
(x− y)1− 2κ log(x− y) + 4− κ
8
(x− y)− 2κ (x+ y) .
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For irrational κ the highest weight modules UZ and UΛ/UZ of respetive highest
weights 0 = h1,1 and 1 = h1,−1 must both be Verma modules, so the staggered
module UΛ ⊂ Ker Aκ;ρ=−2 has the exat sequene
0 −→ Vc(κ),0 −→ UΛ −→ Vc(κ),1 −→ 0 .
The invariant, logarithmi oupling, is then determined by omputing L1Λ =
(1− κ4 )Z, whih gives β = 1− κ4 .
It is interesting to ompare with the study of a onsistent operator algebra for
logarithmi CFTs at entral harges orresponding to κ/4 = p2 , p = 3, 5, 7, . . .,
[MR08℄. In that artile the authors propose an operator ontent of CFT, that
would be losed under fusion produts. Based on several omputations of fusion
produts, the authors obtained that a staggered module with hL = 0, hR = 1
and our value β = − p−22 of the logarithmi oupling should be present for all p.
Admittedly, at these rational values of κ we haven't yet determined the preise
left and right modules, but the value of our invariant β here provides both an
interpolation and extrapolation of the proposal. Here it is moreover obtained
by just a few lines of alulations instead of the use of a ompliated algorithm
[Gab94℄ needed to ompute the struture of fusion produt representations.
3.4.2 The next example in order of diulty
Among the examples proposed in Setion 3.2, h+ = hr,1, the ase r = 1 onsid-
ered above is a lot easier than the others. In order to show briey that other
ases are by no means untratable, we reord the results of the next one here.
We take ρ = −κ−42 , orresponding to r = 2. The partition funtion Z(x, y) =
(x− y)− 12− 2κ generates a highest weight representation of weight hZ = h2,1
LnZ = 0 for n > 0, and (L0 − 3κ− 8
16
)Z = 0 .
The representation has a non-zero singular vetor of onformal weight h2,1 + 2,
(L2−1 −
κ
4
L−2)Z =
(κ− 4)(κ− 2)(κ+ 4)
2κ2
(x− y) 32− 2κ .
The logarithmi partner that is annihilated by Aκ;ρ=−(κ+4)/2 an be hosen as
Λ(x, y) =
(κ− 4)(κ− 2)(κ+ 4)
2κ2
(
(x − y) 3κ−42κ log(x − y)
+ (x− y)−κ−42κ 4κx
2 − (4κ+ κ2) y2
16
)
and with this normalization we have
(L0 − 3κ+ 24
16
)Λ = (L2−1 −
κ
4
L−2)Z , LnΛ ∈ UZ for n > 0.
Finally we ompute (L21− κ4L2)Λ = βZ with β = − 116 (κ−4)(κ−2)(κ+4), whih
is a formula very similar to the onjetured and proposed values of logarithmi
ouplings in [MR08℄
6
.
6
The orresponding fusion wasn't studied in the artile. In a private ommuniation David
Ridout onrmed that it an nevertheless be treated with the same methods and that the
values of β agree with the one found here.
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3.5 A remark on ontragredients
Before going on to other examples, whih we will ompare with fusion produt
representations
7
denoted in what follows by ⊠, we pause briey to omment
on what we believe in general to be the relation between loal martingales and
fusions. We will often nd that loal martingales fall into representations that
oinide with the fusion produt representation. This is not quite the exat
statement that we'd like to make, though. Already the example of hordal
SLEκ in Setions 3.1 and 4.2, as well as the one of Setion 4.3, indiate that
loal martingales form not the fusion produt module of all boundary hanging
elds, but rather its ontragredient.
In this light, any observed oinidene of ertain fusion produt and the
spae of loal martingales should be supplemented by the fat that the module
in question is ontragredient to itself.
8
Here we will hek that this is the ase
with the examples above at irrational κ, and in later examples we will ontent
ourselves to remark what needs to be hanged in the arguments.
For the ase of Setion 3.3, we hoose from the dual of (UΛ)[hZ ] = CZ ⊕CΛ
two elements ξ∗, η∗ suh that
〈
ξ∗,Λ
〉
= 1 =
〈
η∗, Z
〉
and
〈
ξ∗, Z
〉
= 0 =
〈
η∗,Λ
〉
.
Now by the formula dening ontragredients,
〈
(L0 − hZ)η∗,Λ
〉
=
〈
η∗, (L0 −
hZ)Λ
〉
=
〈
η∗, Z
〉
= 1 whereas all other pairings of (L0−hZ)η∗ and (L0−hZ)ξ∗
with Z and Λ vanish. Therefore (L0 − hZ)η∗ = ξ∗ and (L0 − hZ)ξ∗ = 0. By
an obvious onsideration of grades, positive generators must annihilate both
vetors, Lnξ
∗ = 0 = Lnη
∗
for n > 0. Thus Uξ∗ is a highest weight module of
highest weight hZ = h0,1(κ), at irrational κ therefore the Verma module. The
same applies to Uη∗/Uξ∗. By observing that the graded dimensions of UΛ and
Uη∗ must now be equal, the full ontragredient module (UΛ)∗ is seen to be a
staggered module with the exat sequene
0 −→ Vc(κ),h0,1(κ) −→ (UΛ)∗ −→ Vc(κ),h0,1(κ) −→ 0 ,
whih in this ase identies the module, and proves that UΛ ∼= (UΛ)∗.
For the ase of Setion 3.4 one proeeds very similarly. Choose ξ∗ in the
one-dimensional spae (UΛ)∗[0] suh that
〈
ξ∗, Z
〉
= 1. This ξ∗ then generates a
highest weight submodule Uξ∗ of the ontragredient (UΛ)∗, with highest weight
0. Now L−1ξ
∗
doesn't ouple to the singular vetor L−1Z, but still it is nonzero
beause
〈
L−1ξ
∗,Λ
〉
=
〈
ξ∗, L1Λ
〉
= β 6= 0 (when κ 6= 4). We an therefore
hoose a vetor η∗ ∈ (UΛ)∗[1] that together with L−1ξ∗ spans the grade 1 of
the ontragredient, for example normalized by
〈
η∗, aΛ + bL−1Z
〉
= bβ. With〈
(L0 − 1)η∗, aΛ + bL−1Z
〉
=
〈
η∗, aL−1Z
〉
= aβ we see that (L0 − 1)η∗ =
L−1ξ
∗
. A nal referene to the graded dimension shows that for κ /∈ Q the
ontragredient (UΛ)∗ is a staggered module with the same exat sequene
0 −→ Vc(κ),0 −→ (UΛ)∗ −→ Vc(κ),1 −→ 0
7
Construting a representation of Virasoro algebra assoiated to a fusion (more preisely, to
two representations to be fused) as desribed in [Gab94℄, is a muh more satisfatory denition
of fusion in CFT than the naive onnsiderations of Setion 3.2. We shall not go to the details
of this onstrution, but merely ompare our results with fusion produts omputed in the
literature.
8
This is analogous to the phenomenon with hordal SLE with irrational κ where we had
Ker Aκ ∼= Q∗1,2
∼= Q1,2 ∼= Lh1,2(κ).
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and its invariant
〈
L1η
∗, Z
〉
=
〈
η∗, L−1Z
〉
= β is the same, so (UΛ)∗ ∼= UΛ
again.
Sine our main onern is loal martingales we will mostly omit detailed
disussions about ontragredients in what follows.
3.6 Speializations to c = −2
The onformal eld theories of entral harge c = −2 are perhaps the most
studied examples of logarithmi onformal eld theory, indeed already disussed
in the artile that introdued the onept of logarithmi operators [Gur93℄. The
merits of c = −2 are at least partly explained by the fat that all reduible Verma
modules are of the hain type, but also the existene of free fermioni theories
(sympleti fermions [Kau00℄) has helped to explore this ase.
We will therefore ompare the results of the previous setions to the CFT
literature, by hoosing appropriate values of κ of ourse. Below we speialize
the rst two examples to κ = 8 and observe oinidene with known results
from fusion produts.
We also mention that the hordal SLEκ=8 has been shown to be the ontin-
uum limit of uniform spanning tree Peano urve [LSW04℄, whih is a disrete
urve passing through all lattie points while surrounding the (uniformly hosen
random spanning) tree. It ould have a physial interpretation as a single spae
lling polymer.
3.6.1 The module of Setion 3.3 at κ = 8
From the literature of fusion produts in CFT, the simplest way to produe
a logarithmi representation through fusions seems to be to onsider c = −2
and the fusion of two Qκ=8;1,2 = Lc=−2;h=− 1
8
representations [GK96, Gur93℄.
Fortunately for us, the eld at the tip of the SLEκ=8 trae has weight h1,2(κ =
8) = − 18 , and if we take ρ = 2 = κ−42 as in Setion 3.3, the eld at the marked
point has the same weight.
We have already seen that Λ generates a staggeredmodule U Λ ⊂ Ker Aκ=8;ρ=(κ−4)/2
of loal martingales, with the left module generated by the partition funtion Z
0 −→ U Z −→ U Λ −→ (U Λ)/(U Z) −→ 0 .
To deide the strutures of the left and right modules, it sues to ompute
the following graded dimensions merely up to grade three (with the help of a
omputer the task is easy so we heked it up to grade six)
χU Λ(q) =
∑
m≥0
(
dim (UΛ)[m]
)
qm
= 2 + 1q + 3q2 + 3q3 + 6q4 + 7q5 + 12q6 + · · · and
χU Z(q) =
∑
m≥0
(
dim (UZ)[m]
)
qm
= 1 + q2 + q3 + 2q4 + 2q5 + 4q6 + · · · = χQ1,1(q) .
These imply that the left module is irreduible
9 U Z ∼= Lh=0 = Q1,1, and that
the quotient U Λ/U Z, whih is a highest weight module, has graded dimension
9
In this ase the omputation of the struture of U Z is still easy to do by hand, and we
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h = 0
h = 1
h = 3
h = 6
Zρ=−2Zρ=2
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Loal martingales of SLEκ=8(ρ = 2) form a simple staggered
module whih oinides with the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2. (b) For SLEκ=8(ρ = −2)
we have another staggered module. It now oinides with the fusion Q1,2⊠Q2,2.
We point out that to identify the module in this piture, we had to determine
also the value of an invariant β.
χU Λ(q)−χU Z(q) = χQ1,3(q). In another words the struture of U Λ an be read
from the exat sequene
0 −→ Qκ=8;1,1 −→ U Λ −→ Qκ=8;1,3 −→ 0
or pitorially from Figure 2(a). Therefore, the module UΛ ⊂ Ker Aκ=8;ρ=2 is
indeed isomorphi to the fusion Qκ=8;1,2 ⊠Qκ=8;1,2 omputed in [GK96℄.
As in Setion 3.5, it is easy to show that this module is ontragredient
to itself: indeed the only thing that has to be added to the argument is the
observation that now L−1ξ
∗ = 0 but L−1η
∗ 6= 0, after whih graded dimensions
imply Uξ∗ ∼= Q1,1 ∼= UZ and Uη∗/Uξ∗ ∼= Q1,3 ∼= UΛ/UZ. In onlusion, we
have
(Qκ=8;1,2 ⊠Qκ=8;1,2)∗ ∼= UΛ
so we have found loal martingales that form a module ontragredient to the
appropriate fusion produt.
A probabilisti interpretation of the SLE variant used here is also readily
available. Indeed, it has been proved that hordal SLEκ=8 is the the saling
limit of uniform spanning tree Peano urve [LSW04℄. But the hordal SLE in H
present an alternative argument that was also important for [KK06℄. The hek that the
partition funtion Z(x, y) = (x− y)1/4 of SLEκ=8(ρ = 2) generates a highest weight module
of weight h = 0 is done as usual by omputing LnZ = 0 for n > 0 and (L0 − 0)Z = 0 with
the formulas of Setion 2.3. Then we observe a oinidene at κ = 8 of ρ = 2 = κ−4
2
and
ρ = κ− 6, so the partition funtion is in fat also Z(x, y) = (x− y)−h1,2 . Now doing the easy
omputation
L−1 Z(x, y) =
“
(x2 − 3a2)
∂
∂x
+ (y2 − 3a2)
∂
∂y
+ 2h1,2(x+ y)
”
(x− y)−2h1,2 = 0 ,
and realling that the Verma module Vc=−2;h=0 has maximal submodule generated by
L−1 vc=−2;h=0, we readily onlude that U Z is irreduible.
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from X0 to Y0 (obtained by a Möbius oordinate hange from the one towards
innity, Setion 2.1.2) is an SLEκ(ρ = κ− 6). Therefore the variant onsidered
above is nothing but the saling limit of a uniform spanning tree Peano urve,
in H from X0 to Y0. The fat that Y0 now is the endpoint of the urve also
explains the oinidene of weights of the two elds, hx = hy = h1,2.
3.6.2 Module of Setion 3.4 at κ = 8
A fusion that is almost as simple as the above is Qκ=8;1,2 ⊠ Qκ=8;2,2 [GK96℄.
The weights of the elds to be fused are those of Setion 3.4, hx = h1,2 =
−1
8
and hy = h2,2 =
3
8 , so we already know that there's a staggered module of
loal martingales of SLEκ=8(ρ = −2). Beause the Verma modules of weights
h+ = 0 = h1,1 and h
− = 1 = h2,1 are of hain type, we still need to identify the
left and right modules, whih is easiest done by alulations of graded dimensions
χUΛ(q) =
∑
m≥0
(
dim (UΛ)[m]
)
qm
= 1 + 2q + 3q2 + 4q3 + 7q4 + 10q5 + 14q6 + · · ·
χUZ(q) =
∑
m≥0
(
dim (UZ)[m]
)
qm
= 1 + 1q + 2q2 + 2q3 + 4q4 + 5q5 + 8q6 + · · ·
from whih we onlude that UΛ ⊂ Ker Aκ=8;ρ=−2 has the exat sequene
0 −→ Qκ=8;1,3 −→ U Λ −→ Qκ=8;1,5 −→ 0 .
Both the left and right modules and the invariant β = −1 (omputed in Setion
3.4) again agree with results of the fusion produts [GK96℄, and the module is
ontragredient to itself. Figure 2(b) illustrates the struture.
4 Fusions in perolation with SLE6 variants
In this setion we onsider in some more detail the ase κ = 6, whih is related
to ritial perolation. When expliit referene to κ is omitted in the rest of the
setion, this is the value meant.
Before turning to our onrete examples in this ase, we reall a few partiu-
lar features of the onformal eld theory approahes to perolation. First, it has
been aepted for a long time that ritial perolation should be desribed by
a onformal eld theory of entral harge c = 0. Indeed, one denite suess of
onformal eld theories was Cardy's exat formula for the rossing probability
of a onformal quadrilateral, derived originally from CFT [Car92℄, immediately
supported by numerial evidene [LPPSA92℄ and later proved rigorously for tri-
angular lattie site perolation [Smi01℄. On the other hand, the c = 0 minimal
model would be a trivial theory ontaining nothing but the identity operator,
and as suh learly inadequate. There are no obvious alternative andidates,
and for this reason the question of operator ontent of perolation has reeived
quite a lot of attention reently [MR07, RP07, EF06, RS07℄. We will keep these
reent studies in mind while exploring the modules of loal martingales and
their relation to fusion produts.
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(b)(a)
Figure 3: (a) The sites of triangular lattie are the enters of the faes of
hexagonal lattie. (b) The exploration path of perolation separates a blak
luster from a white one. Boundary onditions are blak on the left and
white on the right.
First, to make preise in whih sense SLEκ=6 desribes perolation, the
disrete site perolation model and result about the saling limit is realled
in Setion 4.1. Having the disrete ase in mind allows to interpret the SLE
variants in terms of perolation events, whih also failitates omparisons to
CFT literature.
We will argue that the module Ker A for ordinary hordal SLE reets the
boundary eld of Cardy's rossing probability argument, in Setion 4.2, and for
that we exhibit more arefully the degeneraies that even this simplest variant
has at rational values. A very simple fusion without logarithms is onsidered in
Setion 4.3, again in some detail. There the lesson to take home is that in the
spae of loal martingales, not all null eld onditions have yet been taken into
aount, only the one orresponding to the eld at the tip of the urve. Setion
4.4 exhibits the simplest way to produe logarithms in perolation CFT. The
variant used admits a rossing event interpretation, and the module of loal
martingales is one again in agreement with CFT fusion predition. The nal
example of Setion 4.5 is of somewhat speulative nature: we onsider a variant
of SLEκ=6 whose loal martingales form a module that has been argued to be
inonsistent with the perolation CFT, and disuss whether the variant ould
be made appear in a natural probabilisti setting in perolation.
4.1 The perolation exploration path
A onguration of site perolation on the innite triangular lattie T is σ ∈
{−1,+1}T whih is interpreted as a oloring of sites z ∈ T as blak (σz = −1)
or white (σz = +1). It is onvenient to think of the sites of the triangular lattie
as the faes of the dual, hexagonal lattie H , see Figure 3(a). For p ∈ [0, 1] the
perolation measure with parameter p is the Bernoulli probability measure with
parameter p on the spae of ongurations {−1,+1}T , that is we hoose the olor
of eah site (hexagon) independently to be white with probability p and blak
with probability 1−p. We onsider the model at its ritial point p = pc = 1/2.
The ontinuum limit orresponds to taking the lattie spaing to zero. Con-
sider therefore the triangular lattie with lattie spaing δ, denoted by δT . Let
Dδ ⊂ δT be a lattie domain, simply onneted in the lattie sense and suh
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that the lattie boundary ∂Dδ, onsisting of sites adjaent to those of the the
domain, is a simple lattie path. We imagine splitting the boundary ∂Dδ to two
omplementary subars bδaδ and aδbδ, where aδ and bδ are lattie edges (bδ an
be allowed to be at innity). Consider the perolation onguration restrited
to Dδ and extended by blak on bδaδ and white on aδbδ. The exploration path
of perolation in Dδ from aδ to bδ is the maximal dual lattie path γˆδ starting
from aδ suh that eah edge of γˆδ is adjaent to one blak and one white site of
the above onguration. Figure 3(b) portrays a perolation onguration and
the beginning of the orresponding exploration path in Dδ = H∩ δT with bδ at
innity.
At the ritial point, these random paths have a limit for example in the
sense of weak onvergene of the probability laws on the spae of unparametrized
paths with the metri
d(γ1, γ2) = inf
parametrizations
γj=γ˜j[0,1]
sup
s∈[0,1]
|γ˜1(s)− γ˜2(s)| .
Let D be a Jordan domain (simply onneted bounded open set of the plane
whose boundary is a simple losed urve) with two distint boundary points
a, b ∈ ∂D. In [Smi01, CN07℄ it is shown that if one approximates (D, a, b) in a
suitable sense by lattie domains (Dδ, aδ, bδ), then the laws of the exploration
paths γˆδ of ritial perolation in Dδ from aδ to bδ onverge to the image fD(γ)
of hordal SLE6 trae γ in H under any onformal map fD : H→ D suh that
fD(0) = a, fD(∞) = b.
The onvergene results for exploration path have proved powerful. They
have so far been used at least to the mathematial treatments of ritial expo-
nents [SW01℄, one-arm exponent [LSW02℄, Watts' rossing formula [Dub06℄ and
surrounding probabilities [Sh01℄.
4.2 Chordal SLE6 and Cardy's boundary eld
The result desribed above allows us to interpret the hordal SLEκ=6 as the
saling limit of the exploration path as in Figure 3(b).
We have already onsidered the module of loal martingales in the ase of
hordal SLEκ, whih for irrational κ was an irreduible highest weight module
with highest weight vetor Z = 1. As mentioned in Setion 3.1, in general we
have Ker Aκ ∼= Q∗1,2. Below we take a loser look at κ = 6 to illustrate the
degeneraies that our at rational values of κ. There is another important
reason to disuss this ase: this simple variant whih doesn't yet involve fusions
will still teah us something, it will exhibit a representation ontragredient to
the onformal family of the boundary ondition hanging eld ψ used by Cardy
in the derivation of the rossing probability formula.
In our ase κ = 6, h1,2 = 0 = h1,1 and Q1,2 ontains a non-zero singular ve-
tor at level 1, L−1 w1,2 6= 0. At level 2 there is a null vetor, (L2−1− 23 L−2)w1,2 =
0. These properties orrespond exatly to what one has to assume of Cardy's
boundary hanging eld ψ (see [MR07℄). It should be a primary eld with
weight h = 0 and have a null desendant at level two (leading to a seond order
dierential equation for orrelation funtions), but it should not be the identity,
L−1w1,2 6= 0 so that ψ is not translation invariant (Cardy's rossing probability
formula is non-onstant!).
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As Q1,2 is reduible at κ = 6, its ontragredient Q∗1,2 is not a highest weight
representation. The ontragredient ontains a subrepresentation isomorphi to
the irreduible module Lh=0 = U w∗1,2 ⊂ Q∗1,2 generated by w∗1,2 ∈ (Q∗1,2)0 suh
that
〈
w∗1,2, w1,2
〉
= 1 (in this ase Lh=0 happens to be one dimensional). The
full ontragredient module is generated by a sub-singular vetor
10 ξ∗ ∈ (Q∗1,2)1
that has a nonzero value on the singular vetor,
〈
ξ∗, L−1 w1,2
〉
= 1. We have
Q∗1,2/Lh=0 ∼= Lh=1, or in other words
0 −→ Lh=0 −→ Q∗1,2 −→ Lh=1 −→ 0 ,
but of ourse Q∗1,2 is not a staggered module: L0 is still diagonalizable!
To see Q∗1,2 arise as module of SLE loal martingales is very easy: the one
dimensional module Lh=0 is generated by the partition funtion Z = 1. To
verify that U Z is the irreduible highest weight module we only hek
L2 Z = L1 Z = L0 Z = L−1 Z = L−2 Z = 0 .
The funtion representing ξ∗ is Ξ(x, a2, a3, . . .) = x, and the fat that Ξ ∈ Ker A
is just the observation that Xt =
√
6 Bt is a (loal) martingale. By the above
general arguments we expet that (U Ξ)/(U Z) ∼= Lh=1. After verifying that
L1 Ξ = 1 = Z, L2 Ξ = 0 and (L0 − 1)Ξ = 0, i.e. that Ξ beomes singular in
the quotient, there are several ways to determine the expliit struture of the
quotient (U Ξ) by (U Z), whih must now be a highest weight module. The
result is expeted, (U Ξ)/(U Z) ∼= Lh=1, whih is most onretely veried by
showing (with the help of a omputer) that there are null vetors at the levels
4 and 6 (note that h = 1 = h1,4 = h3,2)
χ1,4 Ξ = 0 and χ3,2 Ξ = 0 , where
χ1,4 = L
4
−1 −
20
3
L−2L
2
−1 + 4L
2
−2 + 4L−3L−1 − 4L−4
χ3,2 = L
6
−1 − 14L−2L4−1 +
112
3
L2−2L
2
−1 −
512
27
L3−2
+ 14L−3L
3
−1 −
40
3
L−3L−2L−1 − 208
9
L2−3 − 48L−4L2−1
+
688
9
L−4L−2 +
88
9
L−5L−1 +
80
3
L−6 .
The same onlusion is obtained slightly less expliitly by omputing the number
of linearly independent funtions among L−n1 · · ·L−nm Ξ, with n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥
nm > 0 and
∑
j nj = k ≥ 0. Sine Uk+1 Z = {0}, this gives the graded
dimension of (U Ξ)/(U Z)
χU− Ξ(q) =
∑
k≥0
(
dim (UΞ)[1+k]
)
qk
= 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 4q4 + 6q5 + 8q6 + · · ·
= p(0) + p(1)q + p(2)q2 + p(3)q3 + (p(4)− p(0))q4
+ (p(5)− p(1))q5 + (p(6)− p(2)− p(0))q6 + · · · .
10
We use the term sub-singular here to desribe a vetor that is a representative of a singular
vetor in a quotient by submodule, here in Q∗1,2/Lh=0.
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h = 0 = h1,2
1 = h1,4
2 = h3,1
5 = h1,6
7 = h5,1
Z
Ξ
Q1,2 Q
∗
1,2
Figure 4: Cardy's boundary hanging eld ψ generates a onformal family iso-
morphi to Q1,2. The hordal SLEκ=6 loal martingales form the ontragredient
module Q∗1,2.
Yet an alternative argument for whih no further alulations are needed relies
on the harater identity χLh=0(q) + q χLh=1(q) = (1 − q2)
∏∞
j=0(1 − qj)−1 =
χQ1,2(q). From it we read that if (U Ξ)/(U Z) is irreduible, the graded dimen-
sion of U Ξ is that of Ker A ⊂ Fpolyn. (for whih we use the result of [BB03℄). If
χ1,4 Ξ or χ3,2 Ξ would not belong to U Z so that the quotient would be reduible,
the dimensions would be too large. The struture of the modules is visualized
in Figure 4.
This ase of hordal SLEκ is well understood and not new. But at κ = 6
we've seen that it is related to Cardy's eld ψ and an be thought of a onrete
veriation that the representation Q1,2 appears in perolation. It has been un-
derstood already before that Cardy's eld ψ is the boundary ondition hanging
eld that hanges between xed blak and xed white boundary onditions, as
Figure 3(b) also illustrates.
4.3 SLE6(0) and fusion of two Cardy's elds
After arguing the existene of Q1,2, if the CFT is to be losed under fusion, a
natural thing to do is to proeed by taking fusion produts of this representation
as in [MR07℄. As a rst step one onsiders Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2, the result of whih is
Q1,1 ⊕ Lh=1/3, [MR07, EF06, RS07, RP07℄.
To study this fusion, we will nd an SLE variant where another boundary
hanging eld ψ is present in addition to that at X0. In fat, the endpoint
(above hosen to be∞) of the urve plays the same role in boundary onditions
as the starting point X0 and thus in a hordal SLE from X0 = 0 to Y0 6= 0 the
boundary hanging elds on the real axis should provide the two modules we
want to fuse. The hordal SLE towards Y0 is obtained by a oordinate hange as
disussed in Setion 2.1.2, and is in general an SLEκ(ρ) with ρ = κ− 6. In our
ase κ = 6 and ρ = 0 so again the partition funtion is Z = 1 and statistis of
the driving proess are not aeted (up to times until whih the variant SLE6(0)
is dened). Atually, this uriosity is easily interpreted probabilistially: it is a
speial ase of a property known as the loality of SLE6. Notie that whether
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the exploration path takes a left or right turn is determined by the olor of
hexagon in front of the path, whih is hosen independently of other olors.
Thus the statistis of the path (up to the time it reahes the hanged part of
the boundary) is not aeted by whether the boundary olors hange at ∞ or
Y0.
4.3.1 Loal martingales for SLE6(0)
We now onsider the proess SLE6(0) and the funtions ϕ(x, y, a2, a3, . . .) suh
that
1
Z ϕ(Xt, gt(Y0), a2(t), . . .) are loal martingales. If ϕ doesn't depend on y
the question redues to the one in Setion 3.1. In partiular the representations
found there are ontained in Ker Aρ=0.
Sine the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2 splits into a diret sum of representations where
L0 eigenvalues are in 0+N and
1
3 +N, the ontragredient splits aordingly. We
start by disussing the former part, Q∗1,1. In Setion 3.1 we have already found
Z and Ξ suh that Lh=0 ∼= U Z ⊂ U Ξ ⊂ Ker A. In Q1,1 there's a non-zero
singular vetor at level 2 and in Q∗1,1 one orrespondingly has a sub-singular
vetor θ∗ ∈ (Q∗1,1)2. This generates the full representation U θ∗ = Q∗1,1 and
the quotient is (U θ∗)/(U w∗1,1) ∼= Lh=2. With a little imagination or familiarity
with Bessel proesses, one nds the orresponding loal martingale for SLE,
1
5 (Xt − Yt)2 − a2(t). Denote Θ(x, y, a2, a3, . . .) = 15 (x − y)2 − a2 ∈ F . One
expliitly heks that
L1Θ = 0 L2 Θ = 1 = Z (L0 − 2)Θ = 0
so that (U Θ)/(U Z) is a highest weight module of weight h = 2 = h3,1 = h1,5
and (
L3−1 − 6 L−2L−1 + 6 L−3
)
Θ = 0(
L5−1 −
40
3
L−2L
3
−1 +
256
9
L2−2L−1 +
52
3
L−3L
2
−1
−256
9
L−3L−2 − 104
3
L−4L−1 +
208
9
L−5
)
Θ = 0
so that there are null vetors at levels 3 and 5. We onlude that the module
U Θ is indeed isomorphi to Q∗1,1.
The other summand in the Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2 should have L0 eigenvalues in 13 +N.
It is known in general [BBK05, Kyt07℄ that the partition funtion of another
double SLE, Z˜ = (x− y)h1,3−2h1,2 = Zρ=2, provides a loal martingale Z˜/Z for
SLEκ(κ− 6). In our ase κ = 6 this means Z˜ = (x− y)1/3. Indeed Aρ=0 Z˜ = 0
and we ompute
L1 Z˜ = 0 L2 Z˜ = 0 (L0 − 1
3
) Z˜ = 0
to see that U Z˜ ⊂ Ker Aρ=0 is a highest weight module of weight h = 13 = h1,3.
To hek its irreduibility one veries
(
L3−1 −
8
3
L−2L−1 +
4
9
L−3
)
Z˜ = 0 .
This is enough sine weight h1,3 orresponds to a hain type Verma module,
whose maximal proper submodule is generated by the grade 3 singular vetor.
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4.3.2 Comparison of the fusion and loal martingales
We may onlude that Θ and Z˜ generate the loal martingales that one expets
from the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2
Ker Aρ=0 ⊃ U Θ + U Z˜ ∼= Q∗1,1 ⊕ L∗h=1/3 = (Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2)∗ .
However, it seems fair to ask why the leftmost inlusion is not an equality. For
example the loal martingale Ξ (and muh of the module U Ξ generated by it)
does not appear in the ontragredient of the fusion produt. So in fat U Θ
is naturally inluded in a larger module U Θ + U Ξ ⊂ Ker A. An analogous
phenomenon happens with the other part of the diret sum. One may hek
that Υ(x, y, a2, a3, . . .) = (x − y)1/3( 221x3 + 17x2y + 37xy2 − a3) is in Ker Aρ=0.
Furthermore,
L1Υ =
(− 45
7
L2−1 +
39
7
L−2
)
Z˜ ∈ U Z˜ , L2Υ = 0
(L0 − 10
3
)Υ = 0
and L3Υ = Z˜, so we have Lh=1/3 ∼= U Z˜ ⊂ U Υ. Sine Υ /∈ U Z˜ (one heks that
dim (CΥ+ U3 Z˜) = 3 > 2 = dim U3 Z˜) and LnΥ ∈ U Z˜ for n > 0, the quotient
(U Υ)/(U Z˜) is a highest weight module of weight h = 103 = h1,3 + 3 = h1,6.
Thus also U Z˜ is naturally ontained in a larger module.
To understand why the spae of loal martingales, Ker Aρ=0, is larger than
the fusion that we attempted to study, we should take a look bak at the on-
strutions [Kyt07℄ whih showed that Ker Aρ=0 is a Virasoro module. One
noties that there is no need to make any assumptions of the eld loated at
y exept that it is a primary eld of the orret weight. In partiular the null
eld ondition that would be satised if the eld was ψ, orresponding to Q1,2,
is not used. We thus expet Ker Aρ=0 to rather reet the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Vh=0
than Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2.
The onstrutions [Kyt07℄ do also provide a probabilisti interpretation of
guaranteeing the desired null vetor ondition for the eld at y. This onsists of
studying a double SLE (a partiular ase of multiple SLEs [BBK05℄) with the
same partition funtion Z = (x − y)−2h1,2 = 1. The loal martingales for this
proess form a smaller module Ker Aρ=0 ∩ Ker A↓ρ=0, where A↓ is in fat the
generator of the hordal SLE in the reverse diretion
11
, from y to x
A↓κ;ρ=κ−6 =
κ
2
∂2
∂y2
+
2
x− y
∂
∂x
− 2 h1,2(κ)
(x− y)2
+ 2
∑
l≥2
( ∑
0≤m≤l−2
0≤r≤⌊ l−2−m
2
⌋
ym(−1)r (m+ r)!
m! r!
∑
k1,...kr≥2P
kj=l−m−2
ak1 · · · akr
) ∂
∂al
.
Indeed, A↓ Z = A↓Θ = 0 but A↓ Ξ = 2 (x − y)−1 6= 0 and A↓Υ = 207 (x −
y)4/3 6= 0. The unexpeted loal martingales don't appear in the double SLE.
11
We point out that the intersetion Ker Aκ;ρ=κ−6 ∩ Ker A↓κ;ρ=κ−6 has been used to
obtain non-trivial evidene of the surprisingly subtle question of the reversibility of hordal
SLE trae [KK06, Kyt06℄.
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h = 1
3
= h1,3
Z˜
Υ
h + 9 = h1,9
h + 3 = h1,6
?
Lh= 1
3
Figure 5: The funtion Z˜ generates the irreduible highest weight module
L∗h=1/3 ∼= Lh=1/3, the struture of whih is portrayed on the left. It is how-
ever also ontained in a larger module generated by Υ (portrayed on the right).
The larger module is not ontained in the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Q1,2 (see main text),
so we haven't examined the preise struture of it.
We onjeture that in general
Ker Aκ;ρ=κ−6 ∩ Ker A↓κ;ρ=κ−6 ?= (Qκ;1,2 ⊠ Qκ;1,2)∗ ,
sine null eld onditions of both fused parts are taken into aount in the
double SLE loal martingales.
4.4 SLE6(−2) and logarithms through fusion
4.4.1 The simplest fusion to produe logarithms in perolation
The spae of loal martingales for a orretly hosen SLE variant turned out
to be appropriate for the fusion of two Cardy's elds ψ. Of ourse requiring
the elds to form a spae that is losed under fusion one should take that
result, and further fuse it with the other elds we have already found. The next
step in this diretion is important as it will show that the CFT of perolation
neessarily ontains logarithmi operators. As in [MR07℄ we next address the
fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Lh=1/3, the result of whih is a staggered module S with left and
right highest weight modules Q1,2 and Q1,4 respetively, i.e.
0 −→ Q1,2 −→ S −→ Q1,4 −→ 0 .
The representation is haraterized by giving the invariant β dened in Setion
2.2.
12
From [MR07℄ we quote the value β = − 12 . For later omparison, the
graded dimension is
χS(q) =
∑
k≥0
(dim S[k]) qk =
∑
k≥0
(
dim (Q1,2)k + dim (Q1,4)k−1
)
qk
= 1 + 2q + 2q2 + 4q3 + 6q4 + 8q5 + 12q6 + 17q7 + 23q8 + · · · .
12
For reasons not very well understood before, in this ase the invariant turns out to have
only one possible value, see [MR08, KR09℄.
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4.4.2 An SLE variant that desribes a rossing event
We'd again like to nd a probabilisti setup for studying the fusion Q1,2 ⊠
Lh=1/3. The starting point of the SLE urve (or exploration path) provides the
eld ψ orresponding to Q1,2 and at another point we should have a primary
eld of onformal weight h = 1/3. In SLEκ(ρ) the boundary hange at Y0 is a
primary with weight h(ρ) = ρ(ρ+4−κ)4κ , so we should hoose ρ = −2 or ρ = 4.
Lukily, the ase ρ = −2 has already been studied in Setion 3.4 and even the
probabilisti interpretation has been disussed in Setion 2.1.2: we know that
it desribes an ordinary hordal SLEκ from X0 to Y0 in H, onditioned to reah
the endpoint Y0 without touhing the interval (Y0,∞).
In view of the disrete denition of the perolation exploration proess, the
event on whih we ondition an be made more transparent. The omplemen-
tary event that the exploration path would reah (Y0,∞) before Y0 means the
existene of a onneted white luster that joins (X0, Y0) to (Y0,∞)  indeed
the hexagons that are immediately on the right of the exploration path belong
to suh a luster (ompare with Figure 3(b)). The event on whih we ondition
should prevent the above kind of white luster, by having a blak luster from
exatly Y0 (a single hexagon, say) to the interval (−∞, X0).
In fat the disrete lattie introdued a mirosopi length sale δ, the size
of the single hexagon. This suggests that a naive equivalent in the ontinuum
desription is to require rossing from (−∞, X0) to (Y −0 , Y +0 ), where Y ±0 ≈ Y0
with Y +0 − Y −0 = δ. This is a rossing event à la Cardy, and in the limit
δ → 0 one brings two of the orners of the onformal quadrilateral together.
Conditioning SLE6 on Cardy's rossing event is in fat easily done: the SLE
variant
13
will have partition funtion given by Cardy's formula, Z(x, y−, y+) =
P[rossing] = F (y−−xy+−x ), where
F (r) =
Γ(23 )
Γ(13 )
2
∫ 1
r
s−2/3(1− s)−2/3 ds .
Girsanov's formula gives the drift of the driving proess under the onditioned
measure, κ ∂∂x logZ(x, y−, y+) and in the limit y−, y+ → y it tends to −2x−y , i.e.
the onditioned proess indeed tends to SLE6(−2).
4.4.3 Loal martingales for SLE6(−2)
For the module of loal martingales Ker Aκ=6;ρ=−2 we an already quote many
results from Setion 3.4. The partition funtion Zρ=−2 = (x− y)−1/3 generates
a highest weight module with h = 0 and it has a nonzero singular vetor at
grade 1. The singular is in fat the partition funtion for the hoie ρ = 4,
L−1Zρ=−2 = − 13Zρ=4, where Zρ=4 = (x − y)2/3. The operator Aρ=−2 = Aρ=4
is the same for the two proesses, while the loal martingales of the two dier
by a fator Zρ=4/Zρ=−2 = (x − y) (reall that what we abusively alled the
spae of loal martingales onsists of funtions that should still be divided by
the partition funtion to obtain atual loal martingales). It is now immediate
that Aρ=−2 Zρ=−2 = Aρ=−2 Zρ=4 = 0. Observe also that the formulas for Ln
are the same for these two SLE6(ρ) proesses.
13
In fat it is very natural to allow multiple SLEs in this ontext [BBK05℄.
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X0 Y0
Figure 6: The variant SLE6(−2) an be obtained by onditioning on a rossing
event from a tiny interval around Y0 to (−∞, X0). The piture learly suggests
that we're bringing two Cardy's olor hanging boundary elds ψ together at this
point. The onditioning piks the omponent h = 1/3 instead of h = 0 from the
fusion of two ψ elds at Y0.
We omplete the analysis of Setion 3.4 in this degenerate ase at κ = 6. To
determine ompletely the struture of the highest weight representation U Zρ=−2
we ompute
(
L2−1 −
2
3
L−2
)
Zρ=−2 = 0
whih onrms that U Zρ=−2 ∼= Q1,2. Without further omputations one on-
ludes the irreduibility of U Zρ=4 ∼= Lh=1, although one an also hek diretly
the existene of null vetors at levels 4 and 6.
The logarithmi partner to L−1Zρ=−2 is Λ, and we have omputed
(L0 − 1) Λ = L−1 Zρ=−2 and L1 Λ = −1
2
Zρ=−2 .
The latter already says that the invariant takes the same value as in the orre-
sponding fusion, β = −1/2, although we still haven't got enough information to
deide the struture of the right module. By a omputer assisted omputation
one obtains the numbers of linearly independent loal martingales by grade,
χU Λ(q) =
∑
k≥0
(
dim
(U−k−1 Λ + U−k Zρ=−2)) qk
= 1+ 2q + 2q2 + 4q3 + 6q4 + 8q5 + 12q6 + 17q7 + · · · ,
in agreement with the harater of the module S. Noting the graded dimensions
of the left highest weight module U Zρ=−2 (whih an be omputed diretly, but
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h = 0 = h1,2
1 = h1,4
2 = h3,1
5 = h1,6
7 = h5,1
Λ
S∗ ˜S∗
(a) (b)
Zρ=−2
Zρ=4
Figure 7: (a) The loal martingales for SLE6(−2) ontain a staggered module S∗
ontragredient to the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Lh=1/3 = S. (b) A very similar staggered
module of loal martingales is found for the SLE variants of Setion 4.5. The
existene of suh a module in the onformal eld theory of perolation has been
argued to be impossible.
also follows from the earlier veriation of UZρ=−2 = Q1,2)
χU Zρ=−2(q) =
∑
k≥0
dim
(U−k Zρ=−2) qk
= 1 + 1q + 1q2 + 2q3 + 3q4 + 4q5 + 6q6 + 8q7 + · · ·
we dedue the graded dimension of the quotient (U Λ)/(U Zρ=−2)∑
k≥0
(
dim
(U−k Λ + U−k+1 Zρ=−2) − dim U−k+1 Zρ=−2) qk
= 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 4q4 + 6q5 + 9q6 + · · ·
= p(0) + p(1)q + p(2)q2 + p(3)q3 + (p(4)− p(0))q4
+ (p(5)− p(1))q5 + (p(6)− p(2))q6 + · · · .
This onrms that the quotient is isomorphi to Q1,4: at grade 4 there is a null
vetor whereas at grade 6 there is a non-zero singular vetor (orresponding to
a sub-singular vetor at grade 7 of the staggered module U Λ).
Above, we have eetively shown that UΛ ⊂ Ker Aκ=6;ρ=−2 is isomor-
phi to the result of the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Lh=1/3. This is not exatly what
we laimed, as we have not yet taken ontragredients. But just like in Se-
tion 3.5, elementary means allow to hek that the module is ontragredient
to itself. A small dierene is that we must now show that Uξ∗ has a null
vetor at grade 2, whih however follows rather diretly from graded dimen-
sions. Indeed, we know that Uξ∗ and Uη∗/Uξ∗ are highest weight modules
of highest weights 0 and 1 respetively, so the inequality 2 = dim (UΛ)[2] ≥
dim (Uη∗/Uξ∗)[2] + dim (Uξ∗)[2] = 1 + dim (Uξ∗)[2] leaves no other possibility
but to have a null vetor (L2−1 − 23L−2)ξ∗ = 0 (the grade one singular L−1ξ∗
is non-zero by earlier analysis). Similarly, graded dimensions also imply that
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Uη∗/Uξ∗ must have a null vetor at grade 4. The last remaining hek of non-
zero singular vetor at grade 6 an be done mehanially14 We then onlude
that the ontragredient to the appropriate fusion produt has been realized as
loal martingales again,
(Q1,2 ⊠ Lh=1/3)∗ ∼= U Λ ⊂ Ker Aρ=−2 .
4.5 On the question of existene of Q2,1
In [MR07℄ it is argued that a onsistent hiral CFT with c = 0 an't on-
tain both Q1,2 (the Cardy's eld) and Q2,1. The question of whether Q2,1 is
present in perolation CFT has nevertheless been subjet to some disussion, as
for example building modular invariant partition funtion seems to require the
harater of Q2,1 [Flo℄. The perolation literature also ontains some referenes
to elds of dimension h = h2,1 =
5
8 , e.g. [CZ92℄. In the SLE ontext a natural
way for Q2,1 to appear would be through Duplantier duality κ ↔ 16κ = κ∗, see
[Dup00, Zha08a, Zha08b, Dub07b℄, although this doesn't diretly give an inter-
pretation of it as a boundary ondition hanging eld for perolation, either.
Below we will outline a possible way to gain some understanding of this question
from the point of view of the loal martingales of SLE variants involving both
κ = 6 and the dual value κ∗ = 83 .
4.5.1 The oniting module
The inonsisteny of adding Q2,1 to the theory ultimately boils down to the
observation that it would lead, through fusions, to the existene of staggered
modules with logarithmi ouplings dierent from what is produed by the fu-
sions generated by Q1,2 alone. This is argued to ontradit requirements of
hiral onformal eld theory [MR08℄. From SLE point of view perhaps the sim-
plest suh oniting module arises in the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Q2,1 ⊠ Q2,1. From
the omputations in [MR08℄ and assoiativity of fusion produt one nds that
this fusion ontains a staggered module S˜ haraterized by the exat sequene
0 → Q1,2 → S˜ → Q3,2 → 0 and logarithi oupling β˜ = 1/3, i.e. L1 η = 13 ξ.
The struture of this staggered module is very similar to that of S in Setion
4.4, see Figure 7, but the logarithmi ouplings are dierent β 6= β˜.
14
For ompleteness we indiate one way of heking this last property. The singular vetor at
grade 6 of the Verma module Vh=1 takes the form χ3,2 vh=1, where the formula for χ3,2 ∈ U
−
6
was given in Setion 4.2. We note a peuliarity of c = 0, h = 0, whih allows us to write any
U ∈ U−m for m ≥ 2 as U = U
′χ1,1 + U ′′χ1,2, where χ1,1 = L−1 and χ1,2 = L2−1 −
2
3
L−2 are
singulars. Therefore any grade 7 vetor in Uξ∗ annihilates χ3,2Λ, as one has for any U ∈ U
−
7
˙
Uξ∗, χ3,2Λ
¸
=
˙
χ†3,2(U
′χ1,1 + U
′′χ1,2)ξ
∗,Λ
¸
=
˙
0,Λ
¸
= 0
(the latter term is zero by onsideration of grades while the rst is zero beause χ3,2 is singular
and χ1,1ξ∗ generates a highest weight module of weight h = 1). To onlude that there is
a non-zero singular vetor at grade 6 in the highest weight module Uη∗/Uξ∗ it is therefore
enough to show that χ3,2η∗ has a non-zero value on χ3,2Λ. With the aid of a omputer we
indeed straightforwardly ompute
˙
χ3,2η
∗, χ3,2Λ
¸
=
˙
χ†3,2χ3,2η
∗,Λ
¸
=
˙“ 17248000
243
−
17248000
81
β
”
L−1ξ
∗,Λ
¸
= −
21560000
243
6= 0 .
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There are several possibile SLE6 variants that reet the fusionQ1,2⊠Q2,1⊠
Q2,1, for example15 SLEκ=6(ρ1 = −3, ρ2 = −3) with partition funtion
Zρ=(−3,−3) =
(y1 − y2)3/4
(x− y1)1/2 (x− y2)1/2
.
This is a highest weight vetor of L0 eigenvalue 1 = h3,2 = h1,4.
In Ker Aκ=6;ρ=(−3,−3) we nd also another highest weight vetor
F =
y1 + y2 − 2x
(x− y1)1/2 (x− y2)1/2 (y1 − y2)5/4 ,
whih ould serve as a partition funtion of an SLE variant as well. The highest
weight is 0 = h1,1 = h1,2 and the level 1 singular vetor is non-vanishing and
in fat proportional to the above partition funtion L−1 F =
1
2 Zρ=(−3,−3). We
have (L2−1 − 23L−2)F = 0 so that U F ∼= Q1,2. Sine we're looking for S˜∗, the
task now is to nd the logarithmi partner Λ of Zρ=(−3,−3).
We note that F and Zρ=(−3,−3) are annihilated by Aκ=6;ρ=(−3,−3), as they
should. But moreover they satisfy onstraints of the null vetors in Q2,1: they
are annihilated also by the generators A
(yj)
κ=8/3;ρ=(2,−4/3) (j = 1, 2) of SLE8/3
variants started from y1 and y2 with the same partition funtion. Also the
logarithmi partner beomes determined (up to the usual freedom in the hoie
of η) if we require that it is in Ker Aκ=6;ρ=(−3,−3) ∩ Ker A(yj)κ=8/3;ρ=(2,−4/3)
(either one of j equals 1 or 2 is enough, the other then follows). We an hoose
Λ =
2 x (y1 + y2 − 2x) + 3(y1 − y2)2 log(y1 − y2)
6 (x− y1)1/2 (x− y2)1/2 (y1 − y2)5/4 .
This hoie satises the normalization (L0 − 1)Λ = L−1 F and the logarithmi
oupling is β˜ = 13 as follows from L1Λ =
1
3F .
It turned out to be omputationally slightly too demanding to verify that
the quotient (U Λ)/(U F ) possesses a non zero singular vetor at level 4 and
a null vetor at level 6. But aepting that, one would onlude that U Λ is
isomorphi to the ontragredient of the staggered module S˜ whih appears in
the fusion Q1,2 ⊠ Q2,1 ⊠ Q2,1.
4.5.2 Interpreting the variants in perolation
Some experts of the onformal eld theory approah to perolation have found
the above disussion of the oniting module through multiple SLEs onfusing.
What we have shown so far is that there are multiple SLE variants involving SLE
type urves with both
16 κ = 6 and κ = 83 whose loal martingales ontain the
staggered module S˜ (one an hoose as partition funtion any linear ombination
of F and Zκ=6;ρ=(−3,−3))  and nothing yet about its relation to perolation.
15
The loal martingales of the dierent hoies dier by a fator that is a ratio of partition
funtions, the struture of the module of loal martingales doesn't depend on this hoie. As
we now have two passive points y1, y2, one for eah moduleQ2,1, we need SLE variants slightly
more general than in previous setions. The interested reader will nd details in [Kyt07℄.
16
These values of κ are the only ones onsistent with c = 0. Also in general, the only
onsistent possibilities for multiple SLEs are suh that only the two dual values κ or κ∗ = 16
κ
are used for dierent urves, see [Dub07a, Gra07, Kyt07℄.
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Now in order to be spei, we will present a denite onjeture that would
relate the above multiple SLE variant with partition funtion F to a reasonable
question about triangular lattie site perolation. Of ourse in doing so we risk
being inorret at several plaes  more areful researh may then either larify
and orret the laims made, or show them altogether wrong.
We start with omments on the roles on boundary onditions of Q1,2 and
Q2,1. The interpretation of Q1,2 (Cardy's eld) has beome quite lear by
now: it orresponds to the starting of an exploration path from boundary point
at whih the boundary olors hange. If we were to hoose the variant with
partition funtion F , the eld at innity would also have this weight h = h1,2 =
0. To interpret Q2,1 we turn to a duality for onformally invariant random
fratals that was observed by Duplantier [Dup00℄. Preise proofs in the SLE
ontext have been given in [Zha08a, Zha08b, Dub07b℄, and they relate SLEκ
to SLEκ∗ , where κ
∗ = 16κ . Roughly speaking the relation is that for κ > 4,
the boundary of the region surrounded by SLEκ trae looks loally like SLEκ∗ .
Therefore, sine h2,1(κ) = h1,2(κ
∗) is the onformal weight of the operator at
the starting point of SLEκ∗ , the boundary hanging elds Q2,1 may orrespond
to points at whih an external perimeter (this should be the orret perolation
analogue of the boundary of the region surrounded by the exploration path
[ADA99℄) of a perolation luster reahes the boundary.
Guided by the above disussion let us imagine the following situation in
triangular lattie site perolation in Dδ = H ∩ δT . The boundary hexagons are
hosen blak on (−∞, xδ)∪ (yδ1 , yδ2), and white on (xδ, yδ1)∪ (yδ2 ,∞), where xδ <
yδ1 < y
δ
2. We an dene the external perimeter of the white luster (for example)
as the simple lattie path on white hexagons that starts from (xδ , yδ1) and ends
on (yδ2,∞) and surrounds the minimal number of hexagons (so it follows as
losely as possible the nite blak luster, but due to the requirements that it
is simple and uses only white sites, it an't enter the fjords). Now ondition on
the event that this external perimeter starts preisely at the hexagon on the left
of yδ1 and ends preisely at the hexagon on the right of y
δ
2.
In the above situation one an start traing three random urves from the
boundary: the exploration path from xδ, or the external perimeter from either
of its two ends yδ1 or y
δ
2 . Now there are two important questions: does the joint
law of these urves have a saling limit as δ ց 0 and (xδ, yδ1, yδ2) → (x, y1, y2),
and if it does, is it onformally invariant. Supposing the answer to both is
armative, one would expet the exploration path still to look loally like an
SLEκ=6, while a segment from either end of the external perimeter should look
like SLEκ=8/3. Furthermore, the urves are to be built on the same probability
spae, so multiple SLEs [BBK05, Gra07℄ (or a ommuting SLE in the termi-
nology of [Dub07a℄) seem like plausible andidates for the joint law. There are
two linearly independent possibilities for partition funtions of suh variants of
multiple SLEs: Zκ=6;ρ=(−3,−3) and F . The asymptotis of these as |y2−y1| → 0
are dierent. By methods similar to [BBK05℄ one an then argue that only F
orresponds to a growth proess in whih the κ∗ = 83 urves from y1 and y2
will meet, as they should if they are the two ends of the external perimeter of a
blak luster that doesn't reah to innity.
To summarize, the onjeture is that if we ondition perolation on the event
that the external perimeter of a blak luster attahed to (y1, y2) extends pre-
isely from y1 to y2, then the saling limit of the three urves is the multiple SLE
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with partition funtion F . Although there are situations where disrete inter-
faes have been proved to have saling limit desribed by SLE urves, the present
onjeture (even if orret) is probably too ompliated for rigorous methods. It
would nevertheless be very interesting to gain any probabilisti understanding
of the ase, and to better understand the relation to the inonsisteny argument
that would ban S˜ from the onformal eld theory of perolation.
4.6 On the operator ontent of perolation
Above we onsidered the simplest but arguably the most fundamental fusions
in the onformal eld theory of perolation along the lines of the reent study
[MR07℄. For eah of these ases, an SLE variant with a lear interpretation in
terms of perolation was found, and loal martingales of that variant oinided
with the ontragredient of the fusion produt. This an be thought of as a
onrmation of the results, and as a diret link from the disrete perolation
model to the operator ontent question. However, we also presented a onjeture
that some situations in perolation are desribed by the multiple SLEs whose
module of loal martingales has a struture oniting onsistent hiral CFT.
We remark that in the quest for better understanding the onformal eld the-
ory of perolation there are still issues to be solved, notably modular invariane
poses a hallenge in logarithmi onformal eld theories [FGST06, FG06, Flo℄.
Whether the present approah will be useful to resolve these or other questions
remains to be seen, but the present note nevertheless seems to provide a new
perspetive to the topi.
5 Disussion and onlusions
In this note we studied the loal martingales of the SLEκ growth proesses.
The spae of loal martingales forms a Virasoro module, whose struture we
examined in several ases. We were partiularly interested in a phenomenon
enountered in logarithmi onformal eld theory, namely non-diagonalizability
of L0. It was observed that this takes plae in natural SLE variants, and at
all values of κ > 0 and therefore at all entral harge c ≤ 1. As a byprodut,
we obtained values of logarithmi ouplings (invariants of the representations)
by easy alulations. These values generalized onjetured innite series of
logarithmi ouplings for logarithmi M(2, p) minimal models. The alulations
in our ase were rather harmless, so there is a prospet that similar methods
might provide easy aess to the more general onjetures made in [MR08℄.
In all the onsidered ases, a lose relation between the loal martingales and
the fusion produt of boundary ondition hanging elds was found (the fusion
produts have been omputed in the CFT literature [Gab94, GK96, EF06, RS07,
RP07, MR07, MR08℄). The ontragredient of the fusion produt module ould
be realized as loal martingales. We onjeture that this will hold in general,
i.e. for any SLE variant. In fat the loal martingale ondition is losely related
to a null desendant of one of the boundary elds  for fusions of several elds
with null desendant, appropriate intersetions of modules should be taken, as
we illustrated with an example of double SLE. It would be interesting to see
if the relationship may lend to alternative denitions of fusion, or at least to
eient omputational methods to study fusions.
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We onsidered in some detail the ase κ = 6, for whih SLE desribes the
saling limit of ritial perolation exploration path. We ompared the results to
the reent omputations of fusion algebra of perolation [MR07, RP07, EF06,
RS07℄, and found agreement in the above mentioned sense. In the ases of
the most fundamental fusions, we exhibited probabilisti interpretations of the
SLE variants used. For example, logarithms rst arise in a SLE variant that is
obtained by onditioning on a rossing event. We also exhibited SLE variants
whose loal martingales form a staggered module whose existene in the CFT of
perolation has previously been argued impossible, and disussed whether this
variant ould nevertheless desribe some situations in perolation.
The main philosophial message of the note is the relation of SLEs to log-
arithmi onformal eld theories. Indiations of this sort of relation have been
observed in dierent ways in [SAPR09, CS08℄, and in fat it has been sug-
gested that the CFT desription of non-loal questions (suh as those of the
SLE urve) must typially be logarithmi. It is reassuring that the dierent ap-
proahes point to a similar onlusion, and having these dierent perspetives
should be useful when the relation of SLE and LCFT will be better studied in
the future.
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